How Property Managers
Become Superstars
Property managers head to the 2019 BOMA International Conference & Expo to find all the latest ways to improve
efficiencies, cut costs, retain tenants and more. These four productive days are the best investment you can make for
your property. See for yourself what you’ll gain.

LEARN

DISCOVER

Choose from 40+ education sessions
in 7 specialized tracks. The Building
Operations and Management track
provides you with solutions to reduce
daily operating costs, more efficiently
manage buildings and maintain smooth
operations inside and out.

See the newest innovations that property managers
are using to reduce expenses, find efficiencies and
keep tenants happy—you’ll gain access to more than
400 qualified vendor partners and solution providers,
all under one roof. You’ve got questions, they’ve got
answers—take advantage of this opportunity to meet
face-to-face and explore the latest in:
Property and facilities management services

All education sessions qualify for RPA, FMA,
SMA, SMT and ARM renewal and continuing
professional development credits. Some sessions
also qualify for GBCI continuing education hours
for LEED® designations, and some sessions
qualify for renewal credits for the Building
Operator Certification (BOC®).

Tenant amenities and retention products and
services
Renovation and restoration services
A wide range of solutions for reducing
operating costs and enhancing property value

CONNECT
Meeting with fellow property managers and sharing challenges and successes can introduce you to ideas and strategies
that you’ve never thought of before—and your expanded professional network ultimately helps your building far into the
future. You’ll also connect with many others involved in commercial real estate:
• Building engineers

• Asset managers

• Developers and builders

• Facility managers

• Owners and investors

• Architects and designers

I come back every year because of the relationships, the classes, and the networking. I make relationships
with other members that make it easy to call them if I have an issue to ask how they handled it.
-Jennifer Root, Property Manager, BAM Properties

IT’S WORTH THE TIME AWAY
www.BOMAConference.org

